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What is it?
SoWash is the complete oral hygiene system full of exclusive accessories with 
unique using functions, extremely effective and long lasting life for an excel-
lent oral and sub-gingival hygiene.

Why use it?

Particularly suitable for orthodontic braces. 
Helps remove sub-gingival plaque and deeply cleans interdental space.

It’s the only device in the world equipped with Vortice technology tips (Interna-
tional Patent), that, thanks to three convergent pulsating jets, create a Vortex 
effect which ensures an extraordinary cleaning.
It connects directly to the faucet, allowing for immediate temperature and 
pressure regulation, for as long as desired.

The most eco-friendly oral irrigator in the world. It functions by water pressure 
only, without the need for electricity or batteries, with utmost ease.

What is it?
SoWash is the complete oral hygiene system full of exclusive accessories with 
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The packages:

Interchangeable tips:

Waterjet
with singular straight jet

Vortice Brush
Combines the Vortex action with the 
efficacy of the bristles, along with 
three convergent pulsating jets.

Vortice
Vortex effect for
daily hygiene

Orthodontic
Particularly suitable for
orthodontic braces. 

Trio
Includes the Vortice Spacer, 
HydroJet and Vortice Brush tips

Family
Ideal for the whole family.
Includes 4 Vortice Spacer
tips and 4 HydroJet tips

Deluxe
SoWash with all the
accessories in a handy 
and elegant case.

Travel
Ideal for traveling, thanks to Addy 
adaptator included in the package.

Vortice Tip 
Orthodontic version and 
Spacer version (2pcs)
PATENTED

Vortice Brush Tip
Available with medium and
hard bristles (4pcs)
PATENTED

Air Tip
With micro air bubbles water
jet. Ideal for sensitive 
gums (1pcs) PATENTED

Hydro Sinus Tip
For daily nasal cleansing, ideal for
the allergy sufferer or for people 
living in highly-polluted areas
(2pcs)

Strong Tip
“Strong” tip, extremely
powerful jet (2pcs)

Ball Spray Tip
tip with exclusive spray
effect jet (2pcs)

HydroJet Tip
Linear jet tip (2pcs)

Hydropulser Tip
tip with triple pulsating jet for
gengival massage (2pcs)
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Vortex Oral Irrigator is the SoWash electric line water jet. It’s the only one in the 
world with the exclusive Vortice tips (International Patent) which, thanks to three 
convergent pulsating jets, create a Vortex effect that ensures an extraordinary 
cleaning.

What is it?

Why use it?
Ideal for daily cleaning of teeth and gums.

Includes the special Vortice Orthodontic tip, specifically tested for wearers of 
orthodontical braces and/or implants.

Smart automatic shutdown after 3 min.    
Tube length 100cm and suction cups base for a practical washbasin use.
Tips container-box. 
600 ml tank.
10 pressure levels.

Includes the Vortice Brush tip, that combines the bristles action with the 
efficacy of the Vortex effect.

“Electric” line
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Vortex Oral Irrigator is the SoWash electric line water jet. It’s the only one in the 
world with the exclusive Vortice tips which, thanks to three 

What is it?

“Electric” line
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The packages:

Vortice Oral irrigator 
The only oral irrigator with exclusive Vortice tips.
The package includes 8 tips (3 Vortice + 3 specific + 2 classic jets) for 
each family member needs. 
SIZE AND WEIGHT PACKAGE: 15,5 L x 13 P x 21,5 A cm - 500gr

The interchangeable tips:

Vortice Tip
Orthodontic version and 
Spacer version (2pcs)
PATENTED

Vortice Brush Tip
available with medium and
hard bristles (2pcs)
PATENTED

Air Tip
with micro air bubbles water
jet. Ideal for sensitive 
gums (1pcs)
PATENTED

Hydro Sinus Tip
for daily nasal cleansing, ideal for
the allergy sufferer or for people 
living in highly-polluted areas 
(1pc)

Classic Waterjet Tip
tip with single jet, entry level 
traditional cleaning (4pcs)

Mini Brush Tip
in conjuction with Orthodontic tip for a 
perfect hygiene of orthodontic braces (2pcs)

Tongue Cleaning Tip
for an effective cleaning of
the tongue (2pz)

Periodontal Tip
ideal for the specific cleaning needs 
of the gingival sulcus (2pcs)

Post Surgery Box
specifically designed for post-op hygiene. 
With two tips to be used according to medical prescription:
- Atom, for the nebulized cleaning that enhances disinfection during the 
first post-op days
- Air, for extremely delicate air-boosted cleaning in the following days
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What is it?
SoWash Sonic is an electric toothbrush with sonic technology. Up to 48000 
vibrations per minute.

Why use it?
Deep cleaning thanks to the tip oscillating movement, ideal for a proper verti-
cal brushing.
Removes up to 100% more plaque than manual toothbrush.
5 work modes to satisfy all needs.
Automatic shutdown after 2 minutes with a short interruption every 30” to 
allow changing the brushing area (Quad Timer).
Up to one month of use (or 180 of continuous use) on a single charge. Ideal for 
traveling.
Extremely silent (<65db).
Dupont bristles with the highest quality standards. With shaped profile for an 
oprimal cleaning of the interdental space. 
IPX7 Waterproof handle
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“Electric” line 

WORK
MODES5

CLEAN | WHITE | POLISH
MASSAGE | SENSITIVE



The packages:

Interchangeable tip:

Sonic
Sonic toothbrush with 5 work modes.
Thanks to the 4 interchangeable tips, it can be used by all family members.
Comes with toothbrush-cover and induction-charging base.
PACKAGE SIZE WEIGHT: 19 L x 5 P x 21 A cm - 500gr

Interchangeable Sonic tips:
Interchangeable tips for SoWash Sonic toothbrush with medium bristles.
4pcs pack.

Sonic Combo
SoWash Sonic Toothbrush and SoWash Vortex Travel Oral Irrigator 
in a single handy case.
A true Dental Center, ideal for traveling, with excellent quality at
an unbeatable price.

PACKAGE SIZE WEIGHT: 25 L x 5 P x 21 A cm - 600gr
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Accessories and spare parts (for all lines):

Addy adaptator
allows to connect all Water Powered 
devices to the faucet in a fast and 
easy way, also on the go

Raccordo doccia
Adaptor to connect the 
Water Powered devices to 
the shower tube

Filter holder ext. thread
filter holder with special 
external thread

Filter holder int. thread
filter holder with special 
internal thread

Non-std adapter 16.5x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 16.5x1

Non-std adapter 16x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 16x1

Non-std adapter 18.5x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 18.5x1

Non-std adapter 18x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 18x1

Non-std adapter 24x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 24x1

Non-std adapter 21.5x1
non standard adapter for 
faucets, 21.5x1
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DIM:
30 L x 42 P x 178 A cm

Multi brand set-up

SoWash set-up

Display materials:

DIM:
15 L x 15 P x 18 A cm

SoWash Plexi Display

High visual impact, for dental 
offices and/or pharmacies.

- Elegant plexiglass support 
- Real faucet 
- Real SoWash device 
- Multilingual leaflets
- Compact sizes

DIM: 
10,5 L x 15,5 P x 26 A cm

Display box set-up

Available in different arrangements

Display stand set-up, 
available in two different arrangements:
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